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ABSTRACT
 
Two methods have been developed for the focusing and state 
selection of diatomic molecules in thermal molecdlar beams. The 
first utilizes a pair of four-pole electric fields, with an interposed 
crossed bea of microwaves, to select beams of chosen vibrational-
rotational states. No mechanical velocity selector is needed. The 
second (requiring a selector) involves a ten-pole electric field which 

allows weak focusing and selection of rotational states of negative (or 

positive) Stark energy, including the "rotationless" state JM = 0,0.
 
Also, calculations are presented on the scattering of thermal
 
beams of atomic hydrogen by hydrogen atoms.
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I INTRODUCTION
 
It is well known that beams of charged particles can be tocused,
 
accelerated, or moved about "easily" by the use of electric and
 
magnetic fields. Such fields however, if they are inhomogeneous,
 
can also somewhat influence the motion of neutral particles ex­
hibiting a Stark or Zeeman effect. The particles "seek" a position 
of lowest potential energy which may be in either a high or low field. 
If the change In energy due to the field is of similar or greater 
magnitude than the particles trnslational energy, the motion can 
be affected appreciably.
 
This thesis discusses methods of using the Stark effect to select 
focused molecular beams of chosen rotational (or vibrational-rotational) 
states. Only methods applying to linear polar molecules (mainly dia­
romics) sill be discussed in depth. 
AcLualLy, certain rotational states of diatomics have often
 
" 
been focused in the past with a four-pole field. I In fact, much
 
I.2
 
molecular beam spectroscopy has been done using these states,
 
and their focusing will be discussed.
 
The thesis is divided into six main sections. Sections III B,
 
IV B, and VI B are papers (already published or in press), and
 
1I See, for nstance, reference III B 1 (in section III B).
 
1.2 See, for instance, reference III B'4b.
 
II A.1 
therefore contain their own figures and footnotes 
are independent of the rest of the text. 
1.2 
Those sectons 
Those~A 
1. FOUR POLE FIELD FOCUSING 
Theory11A. 
A. Theory 
Let W be the energy of a heeronuclear diatomic molecule 
in an 
1 
electric field E, assuming a £ electronic state, 
where W is the energy in the absence of a 
field, W2 is the second 
order Stark energy (proportional to E ), etc. For sufficiently low 
E, the higher order Stark energies are negligible compared to W2. 
W2 is well known to 
be 
11 A.2 
W i J- M)(II A.2) 
where 
I 
= permanent dipole moment 
= moment of inertia of the molecule about its center 
of mass 
a a2011'4);-Ta " r3 
= 0,0for J'11 
-

1.3 	Pages, figures, footnotes, and tables are numbered according to 
their section; i.e., Fig. II B.1 is the first figure in section J = rotational quantum *=bar 
11 B. The papers (designated sections III B, IV R, and VI B)
 
do not (internally) include the section numbers; m = orientation or magnetic quantum number. M ca. have
 
1.4 	Much of the work presented is not entirely the writer's own, oneuc
 
but includes substantial contributions by the co-authors (as
 11A.1 See ref. II 3.1 for more information.
 However, it is all included
specified) of the published works. 

for the sake of completeness.
 
C. H. Townes and A. I. Schawlow, "Microwave Spectroscopy,
11 A.2 
 Inc, 	New York, 1955), P. 250.
(McGraw-Hill Book Co., 

II A.3 
I1 Fig. 11 A.I1 z= for a diatomc in an electric 
only values J, J - im. - .j. is the component of the 	 i. As- o feld E.
 
s t angle the dipole moment. Y =field. 	 9d is the f between Handanglar moencui n the d--reccton of the electric h oc .)o 
t egt a an urezb theforce()onhe dashed lines correspond to the low field limit where 
Eeglectzag gj g c~ ~r ncls 
vds dr hc enemrigfies 
the dipoic6e- z a=n i-nhcare-c,- l=ctric field is 
The graph was made using calculations <cos @> = 2 f2(JM)Y. 
1 / ' '(7 7"E (of <cos Q> at integral values of Y) of K. H. Kramer using the 
A.)
continued fraction method of H. K. Hughes. 

n.'% 2 .	 +2EtIy77 t 
A.)I- .- -(11f~ 
whe:e i .. - t vergerz '-n the x and y directions respectively. 
Tha. s _e often writre
 
pg ye(I! A.&) 
where /&1fCr .5,L 	 AS PL 
Note tlherw If is rport:onal :o E. Fig. I illustrates the
 
li.ear , -f V-!-f wZejs 
= 

- I ,,- .'. :.ali etecrtc field ( E E(x,y) ) can be built 
-
such that F . pS purricnal to -' (for sufficiently small E) for 	 .....
 
11 A.3 H. K. Hughes, Phys. Rev. 72, 614 
(1947).
 
-  - 
11 A.5
 
II A.4 

II A.4
 
a set of rotational states. This field is the four-pole field
 
,Ith a potential V = -- (II A.6)
 
where V is the absolute value of the voltage on any one of four
 
0 
1.f 	 r 7r .0 hyperbolic electrodes as shown in the sketch.
1 A. 
'I,-I...................... : :...... .. -" 
17.A 	 ­
. .. i . .. A.. z. .x_,_._-: .... _ 
,..,;-.- 'i.- ,-. /A-- : 	 / /. 

- .... ..
 i------	 . --

/
R- I .L./ 	 ­
-.. -' ---- = " YJ - /::' 
. :.: ---- :--(,- /7=r A.... /- 

..... " 	 -.. :: - -!/:- ..: 

/ -- .. . .- -t V
 
Y 	 l A,4 See reference III B.1.
 
If A.5 The 	actual electrodes sued are circular rods.
 
Fig2 11 A.1 	 See section V D.
 
II B.I 
II A.6 
Then from equation (11 A.3) or (II A.4), B. Experimental considerations 
Consider the results of an experiment with a ,molecular beam (in 
a vacuum chamber) effusing into a four-pole field with ro = 0 (see 
- 4v 
Y 
q = d -t- (II A.9) sketch). A particle for which f2 (JM)< 0 is deflected with an exponen­
where m is the particle mass and t is time. 
= 

For positive f2 (JH) (as for J1) 1,0; 2,0; etc.), there is 
a force toward r = 0, This is because sch particles increase in 
potential energy in an elecric fisld (see Eq. (II A.2)). Therefore M 
they are repelled by the stronger field at large r (see Eq. (I1 A.8)) 
For negacive f,(JZI) particles (e.g., those in the states
 
4 pJ,M =0,0; 1,1; ,2,2; et .), the force s directed outward toward 

£25144) > 0 r: o zn- +22 e z lL (11 A.10) 
2 (J,M) <0 ¥ tz rtr ii- A.27 - (II A.Ll) . tial trajectory (Eq. (II A.11)). But for f 2 (J,M) > 0, a siriusoidal 
trajectory brings the particle back to the r = Oaxis after a time 
where 2 zr= I (1 A.12)-VV; z 
-
(I1B.1I)
.ntl72 I A )-
r = t -o 
during which it travels a distance
 
- AV (I B.2) 
r 
II B.2 IlI B. 
where A is the 
( ) If 
"wavelength" ,f the trajectory and v is the velocity 
-L, the particle hits the detector; i.e., the detected 
focused beam consists of particles for which L = v or 
a, 
Eq. (11 B.3) is the condition for focustrg with the four-pole field. 
The trajectories of these detected particles have an amplitude (A) 
of (using Eqs. (II A.10) and (II B.2)) 
/ ( ) 
A L(r.o 77L-& (11 B.4) 
Note that at a given 
V,, a certain velocity 
for each state is 
o 
focused. Because of the 
wide velocity distribution 
normally found 
in a beam, a mechanical velocity selector (see section 'V B> is-used. 
With V and v set, only one state is focused at a time as in the 
traced sketch (Fig. II B.1). 
I1 B.1 The width of a peak is deter­
mined by the velocity selector resolution unless there are higher 
order Stark effects present, poor positioning of apparatus components, 
too high a background pressure, etc. Although a beam stop or 
"obstacle" is used to stop the direct beam (all states, rt 0) 
from hitting the detector, many particles are still forward scat­
terd around the beam stop unless the pressure in the apparatus is 
(1c)j 
0 -0 3 
V (Kw) 
Fig. II B.1 
Tracing of an excellent focusing curve of TAF obtained 
by Bennewitzet al.! 
t 
B.I 
It B.1 H, G. Benewitz, K. H. Kramer, W. Paul, and J. P. Toennies, 
Z. Physik 177, 84 (1964). 
IT B.5 
II B.4 
Various effects such as inhomogeneitles in the field, possibleAlso, at high V,, there may be some "triple focusing"
very low. 

or beam material on the field rods"end effects," or perhaps oil (see first sketch below). 
makes the field astigmatic. A small oven opening (and a small 
the case for which r is not necessarily zero. IfConsider 	 ° 
images since it may be more ac­
ro 9 0, note from Eq. (II A. 10) that the final r (at detector) is 	 detector) is needed to form good 
rately positioned (usually off the r = 0 axis) to give the least 
if Eqs. (II B.1) - (II B.3) are satisfied. This suggests that 

astigmatic effect (see sketch).
 
-r 
a velocity selected beam, the focused particles form an inverted 

image of the oven opening (which is usually a small circular hole or
 
a thin slit) at the detector. Thus the four-pole field acts as a
 
lens, as noted by several authors.
 
for 

.Dr-rF(roAHowever the image is somewhat "fuzzy" for actual experiments. 
This is introduced by a non-zero velocity range, by background gas
 
I

scattering, and by larger possible amplitudes l B.2 which may give
 
more high order Stark effects (see second sketch below).
 
The inverted image may be magnified. This is because some 
field-free space along the beam axis is needed for equipment 
such
 
as the velocity selector. Consider the 
case in which a velocity
 
(see sketch below).
selector is positioned near the detector 	 The
 
11 B.2 Assuming only a second order Stark effect: 	 ==o 
A V't± (4 -e),.o 	 Y-
iI B.7 
II 3.6p i mv iFor the straight portion of the trajectory put first, one can 
Eq.tie( A e an ttts nshow in analogous fashion (see sketch) that the focusing condition 
Eq. (IIA.10), at t = t2 
k r 
(II B.5). 	 x 
-- Et-,. 
#=o '#,r=Y1
 
When -V is set so there is focusing at t = C2 , r 2 =0 for r0. 	 K 
Then 
S-s t -t7" c -azn t = C (IlB.6)Z-f/ + K (-t)
2 ,r-1' 
II B.4 
B.7
(IrT~.t, 	 iZs,-~'or 
for focusing with an initial sine trajectory and a straight trajectory 07-" 
1 
near the detector.' 8.3At = 2 
.II 3.5
 
and the magnification equation is
 
_________-	
I-; c-a7 Vtl (11 B.10) 
The expression in parentheses is the magnification which is always always less than one in absolute vale,
 
- r e o i
greater than one in absolute value for this case. 

II B.4 Eq. (II	B.9) s the "same" as (II B.7) if one identifies
 
in (II B.9) with tI in (II B.7), etc.
t2 - t1 

II B.5 The magnifications are reciprocals of one another if t2 - tl
 (II .10) is the 	same as tE in (11 B.8), etc.
 1 B.3 Can be determined from .in 

11 ..9 
Fig. 1I B.2 Illustration of "fine" geometry.
 
It is obvious that the detector should not be much larger than 

This was needed to four-pole focus with good resolution. Possible
 
one wll detect a larger fraction of
the focused image. If it is, 

the particles that are scattered around the beam stop, but no more trajectories with and without 
voltage on 
the fields are shown. The
 
axis is, of course, much compressedscale of dimensions along the beam 
of any given state focusedfocused 	 signal. Also, the per cent 
relattve to the scale perpendicular to the axis, for clarity. ("direct be.." B. is considered the l, base) will be less since 
the detected direct beam will be large. A large detector may par­
tially detect another state while the desired one is properly focused. 
Of course, if the detector or oven opening is too small, the signal 
will be too small to detect easily. 
Fig. [I'3.2 illustrates the geometry used to obtain the 
focusing curve of Fig. III B.I. In addition, section 11 E gives 
data for four-pole focusing runs made with various geometries by 
the writer. 
II B.6 	 "Direct beam" is the signal obtained with no beam stop and 
with V = 0.0
 
11 B. 10 
I C.1 
SI w1Z C. Choice of Focusable Molecules 
-9'/ 
.. I. 
of. 
//---
-:'-' 
"-"i//o !+LH 
Most of the diatomic molecules which are :ikely possibilities 
for focusing are listed in rabia U1.1 T.oo-oor.g),In values of 
(molecular woeight).,/4, B, -:.-v for the alkali, halides are 
taken from a report by Berm anu I The value of 
in 
was calculated to be the 
units of volt see 
e 'ast 
(V -
L. 
*Note 
The table is intended to h.' uc-ds pnich molecules to focus. 
that the cesium and rub.'.,, tv.-.- . i t the most easilv 
. 
KLLh 
. 
-i .above 
detected with a la.ngmuir-Taytor dit.cc~ 
at this laboratory, decoaposed at a.,prect 
about 3 0 C. Putting the material an 
'N ip2, in experience 
ole rates at temperatures 
a glass vial in the oven 
__ 
(2 I 
.... o heled reduce the decomposition problem, however. 
At the most probable velocity, the 'agle of aperture" (), 
from an oven, of a molecular bear. ov 'hac'! a f ur-pole field 
/.-tIC 
(for a given rotational state) can f3.uz. 
2 (T is the oven temperati,-e.) 
a= 9ioporLional to 
The amount of the 
-. " "given 
-N." (for 
state focused should then be proportional to this squared 
a) times the fraction of the beam in the given state. 
Czt.i. , 
-
-"of 
Since the probability of a low rotational state (i.e ,of given J 
and M) is (for B << kT) about B/kf, one m r .unclude -hara "figure 
merit" for a four-pole focused ' Ltnic could be ( )2,where 
p 
T is the oven temperature neseded tO get a given reasonable vapor 
;. 
c-ost,) - o 
-­
-
: 
,.. 
f , 
., 
2 i 
" 
II C.1 
II C.2 
R. R. Hera and D. R. Herschbach, \,12 Report 16039 (University of Cahtornia Radiation i~ooratory, Berkley, 
July, 1965). 
See ref. III B.1. 
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pressure :ais aumber is meaningful if ue beam intensity at the 
:ost probaone velocity is proportional to oven pressure, and if one 
can obtain the necessary experinenal conditions (T, velocity, V0., 
field asseibl st., ete.) 
D. Appendix I Calculation of Vo/v for a typical case. 
From section llone notes that for the four-pole field, 
0 - '/ - z 
V L VU 
For the state JM 1,0; f2(l,0) -t (see Fig. II A.1). For CsF, 
t/ '/Z~r -3= 
from Table 11.1. For the apparatus used in this work, 
R = 0.413 cm 
L 1107 cm 
Then 
V0 =0.0205 volt sec - I Kv. sec 
v cm -502 m. 
The fact that -- j-. for a focused beam in the given 
apparatus suggests that - is actually higher by 5%. Usually 
V 
high order Stark effects will raise o also (50 or more for 
v 
coarse geometry). 
0 
II 
E. Appendix 2. Pour-pole focusing data. 
Table II E.1 illustrates the results of preliminary four-pole 
focusing runs. The apparatus pressure tasorr 
. 
Run No. 
T E oII 
Table 112.1 Four-ple Focusing Data 
Resolution (110) O 
ru (1,0) tValley peak Oven Slitfocused (,0) peak SN T (mv) (O.00l-) 
E.2 
Length(0001") 
except in the oven chamber where t was normally higher. All of the 
runs other than 6 and 7 were done .sing CsF. The space left between 
the field assemolles was there because of the work of seclIon III of 
this thesis. 
2c 
3 c 
.25 
.3 
1, 
)i 
.55 
.67 
6 
30 
40 
20 7 
21.28 
20.28 
6 x 
6 x 
250 
250(? 
200 
4c .46 .54 30 20-25 3 x 250 
.34-.14 .51 40 20.65 10 x 250 
6cd ? .53 15 12.7(?) 10 x 250 
7cd 
8 
9 
.3 
1.28 
-
.65 
1.380 12(?) 
- -18 
15 -23.4 
10 x 50 
I0 x 5b 
80 
10 3.1 .79 30 -'20.6 l0 x 30 50 
11 LIT T E DATA 
12 5.5-8.5 .72 50 -22.5 10 x 30 50 
13 2.25 .04 100 -29.2 7 0 30 
14 1. .19 50 30.0 
155 ? .065 50 -30.5 
16 1.5 .14 70 24.57 10 
17 -1-3 .18 >100 25.98 
II E.3 
Il E.4 
Table II E.l (Continued) Table II E.1: (Continued) 
Size 
(0.001) 
170 x 120 
IMA T 0 R 
Position 
near
vel. sel. 
BE A M 
Szeao 
(0.001')
I 
60 
S T 0 F 
Position 
center 
S E L E C T 0 R 
Speed 
End (./see) 
_ _ 
oven 386 
371 
Space 
Between 
Fields 
2" 
a 
b 
c 
Beam stop is wire unless it is indicated to be spherical by Q 
There was almost no effort to aiximize the signal or resolution 
with the velocity selector on. 
Older fields. 
TIP beam. 
i 
30 , enter 
vel. a.e. 
270 
370(?) 
0 
2 
200 0 center 60 center oven 325(?) 
30 "-220 
>200 0 1 .1 " -200 
120 x 180 vel. sel. " vel. sel. det not on - 0 
". -270 
190 0 " 501 center 225 
L!7TLE DATA 
100 0 vel. sel. 50 0 center det -270 -0 
77 & 396 
oven -368 -4" 
342 
414 
396(?) 
I 
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III. SELECTION OF VIBRATIONAL-ROTATIONAL STATES 
A. Introduction
 
The paper which comprises section III B concerns a method of 
producing and detecting beams of specified vibration-rotational
 
states.II A.l,2 The method combines focusing (with, say, four­
pole fields) of a chosen JM state with microwaves which cause transi­
tions to states which are defocused (see Fig. III A.IA).
 
if one varies the microave frequency (V) III A.3 one observes 
decreases in signal at frequencies corresponding to transitions 
,V.J u >-AJ'ti' > (see Fig. III A.IB). One can remain tuned 
to any given absortion line and modulate the microwaves (and therefore 
the detected beam intensity) at a convenient, low frequency of, say, 
25 Hz (see Fig. II A.IC). A phase sensitive (or lock-in) detector 
will detect only the AC, in-phase, component of the signal; in this BLANK PAG E 
instance, only the 1010 > molecules are detected.
 
Note also that ro focusing field acts as a velocity selector
 
II
I A.4
 (see Eq. 	(II B.3)), so a mechanical selector is not needed.
 
Other JM states will strike the detector then (and add to the
 
II A.1 T. G. Waech and R. B. Bernstein, Chem. Phvs. Lett. 2 0000
 
(1968) in press.
 
III A.2 	The original method was an adaptation of the molecular beam 
electric resonance (MBER, technique, in collaboration with 
1,r.h %. Bernstein, Suggestions by R. W. Fenstermaker and 
R, J. bevhler helped the writer in the experimental develop­
ment of the method. 
III A.3 	Not to be confused with the V2 of Eqs. (II A.10) - (I1 A.ll).
 
III A.4 See ref. III P
 
III A. 3 
III A.2 
Fig. liiA.1 Basic considerations of the MBmR method. 
Microwaves cause transitions to defocused states (A) and decrease 
the focused beam intensity for certain microwave frequencies (B). 
This decrease is modulated (C). 
A. 
AND VELOCITY 
CTOR 
B. 
MICPOWAVES 
> 
W-0­
toi~ 
32 sec. 
C. 4/ "- 5 sc -
"= 
J'M = 1'0O1 
JM = 1,.0=12,. 
I. 
Q 
BACKGROUND 
(scattering oround beam stop) 
time 
Fig. III A.l 
III A.4 
"statistical" noise), but, not being modulated, they will not be 
lock-in detected. 
The following comunication concerns the technique and izs use. 
The geometry used is given in Fig. :11 A.2. The apparatus is des­
cribed more fully in section V. it should be pointed out here that 
the signal-to-noise has by no means been optimized. Higher oven 
temperatures (a "2aval"-type even might be used) and less collimation 
would lead co more signal. A larger baas stop elght give less con­
tributions to the noise due toszze: ,3Istates and background
 
scacering, as well as better velocity selection (see appendix,
 
section lI C).
 
.he which give morecouncation, is followed by two appendic s 
information on ftequency and velocity considerations. A third appendix B L A N K PA G E
describes calculations which were carried out in an effort to under-

stand the fate of the I OO > particles formed in the experiment.­
,,, , . _. IIIJ .
III A.6 
III A.5 
Fig. III A.2 lllustration of coarse geometry. 
This was used to produce a large signal-to-noise ratio 
for one 
vibrational-rotational state. Note the use of an oven slit, a long 
detector, and a long beam stop. 
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III B.1 C. Appendix 1. Velocity considerations. 
B. "Production of Focused Beams of Polar Diatomic lHolecules in 
Selected Vibrational-Rotational States," by T. G. Waech and 
R. B. Bernstein, Chem. Thys. Letters 2j 0000 (1968), to be 
published. 
(See journal article for this section) 
1. Determination of the selected velocity. 
With no mechanical velocity selector, the four-pole field focuses 
a different velocity for each stare at one V,. A mechanical 
velocity selector can be used; .r microwave modulation, as previously 
described, eliminates this problem by "isolating" a beam signal of 
the desired stace (see Fig. III C.1). 
The velocity can be determined by Eq. (1i B.3) unless high order 
Stark effects are important in th focusing. However, one may still 
approximate the vnloclty if resumptions are made concerning effective 
values of ,ertan quantities for a total focused beam. Somewhat 
tenuous arguments must be used. An example is given here considering 
the beam of Fig. I1 5.2. With the mechanical velocity selector on, 
V 
at high oven templ a, one finds - = 1 "-m- But for the 
Vv 285 . geoetyued sek hete v (2) = V° assuming a second 
geometry used, m.. 0 
order effect. 
V. -R3 Vj6'-Kv (III c.1) 
0 - o.7Kv (HI C.2) 
That is, the 1.65 Kv acted the same as.97 Kv would if only a second 
order Stark effect were present. 
" Assume that one can take effective or average values of Zeff, 
< cos A >, the force constant, and Y for the detected beam even though 
III C.3 
III C.2 
Fig. III C.I. Intensity of 1010 > signal versus V 
. 
A chart recording from the first trial of the method (with 
mechanical velocity selector on) illustrates the "isolation" af the 
1010 > (or 1000 >) signal. The recording was taken with very poor 
focusing resolution between the (1,0) and (2,0) states, yet the (2,0) 
distribution could be somewhat dependent on the microwave frequency. 
10 10> INTENSITY 
vs. V. 
0 
00 
0 
o0 
0 
-TIME
 
I? 
III C.4 III C.5 
they vary differently over each trajectory (The averaging is not in- y at a given position in the field is proportional to E which 
dicated for each variable). Using Eq. (II A.4) depends on V,. Then at 1.2 Kv one might expect Y (effectively) to be 
" 
/eff(2) .9%4Kv , eff 1.65 ,v _ Force constant 1.65 v - /, 7 (III C.5) 
(2 ) 2
,6t ef T1 65Xv" -, eff ,6 ,KV Force constant 1.5 Kv 
Now we may return to Eq. III C.3 for 1.2 Kv where data without
 
0.-31Y (111 C.3) mechanical velocity selection were obraired,
 
<< .- O - - K ,e1-. e-,. 2 Since < cos ! > 
(a)
 
< Cos 6>1 65 -0.0692Y1. 6 5  (111 C.4) ):s-),I (V-q (III 0.6) 
0 
Then from Fig IIA.1 or rho sketch, Y 2.7 as 1.65 Kv effectively. 
u Mv 
V - (III .7) 
Note chat this value of - is between the second order result and 
that at 1.65 Kv, as it must be. 
wel Aihough this "calculation" is only very approxmate t agrees 
wall with a second calculation based on the fact that the experiments
 
III C. 7 
III C.6 
at 1.2 Kv were carried out at the velocity at which there was a maxImum 
in the intensity. For a maxwellian velocity-selected (by the field) 
beam, the most probable velocity is 
One can calculate in terms of A for small 
- 2-'.1 
(see inset, Fig. IIl 0.2). 
V - (III C.9) 
(R = gas constant) 
where n = molecular weight. This yields V = 426 - which agrees 
well with the approximate value of Eq. III C.8. 
X" 
2 
(IIInC.14) 
2. Velocity resolution 
Some information is easily derived concerning the maximum velocity 
range (A Vma) that one detects using the four-pole focusing fields 
at constant Vo. This range depends strongly on the minimum allowed 
amplitude of the trajectory. 
Consider Fig. III C.2. Assume all the angles labeled Pri are 
equal. This is a good approximation if A n >> S,S -P For small " in 
o for A 
V 
V 
AVAAX . 
-
-
S; (0 .16) 
(III c.17) 
WT 
SI 
(III C.10)
0 )found 
For the four-pole focusing of Figs. 11 
that 
B.2 and Ill B Itit Is 
/J C.4. III .2, 
For the apparently are coarse focnstng Of Figs II A.2 and III 3.2, 
For constant V
° 
1w., 
and JM state, 
,al44A 
V-e 
(s. 
so that 
+SO) 
VIII.2 
one finds 
V x 
o.V 
(III C. 19)" 
_ r 
0 
III C.8 
This resolution may be compared with that of the mechanical velocity
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ITI D.2 
III D. l 
Table III D.2 FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS
 
D. Appendix 2. Frequency information
 
Although new knowledge of the CsF rotational spectrum was not Il0 >-.sIa00 > frequency (GHz) c (Mz) 
a
obtained in the present work, spectral measurements (frequences) were 0 11.0193 35.1
 
made to verify the assignment of peaks. It was found for one set of 1 10.9491 "
 
conditions that at the expected fcequency for the transition 2 10.8791
 
a
1010 >-*.J000 >, the modulated beam intensity was one third of the accepted value of ( 35.247

e
 
maximum intensity of the 1010 > peak (see sketch). Measurements of
 
a See reference ITI B.Sb. Te g.ven transition frequency
 
e 

S 
(for J =/-0)Th2B - , , where Be = 5.527265 GHz. 
J~ 
 Sr 
jgrrEs, ry hA-- D.2 
For CsF z 
5 
lo. qq Ii-O1y io.9~~~~pjj2 u)=1.z >-o/ (III D.3)?$'( ~7 
<- - ( 6-hz) 
From this, it can be seen that to get a line width of, say, 12 MHz 
E can vary from zero to only about 0.1 n (see Fig. III D.1). For 
frequency at analogous intensities for other peaks gave the results cm
 
S this reason the transition could not be carried out near the axis of
 in Table III D.1 below. 
a focusing four-pole field, where the field strength is strongly
 
The shift with electric field of the transition frequencies
 
paclaally dependent. 
00 >) can be calculated
 
measured in the experiment (I tiO > I 

I
for small fields. Using Eq. (II A.2), II D.1 
III D.1 Here 1' is the microwave frequency, and 4V/is the change of 
a V = z W/tr F,('P)- # (obJ (III D.1) the absorption frequency with elec ric field. 
Z 
i'
 
III DA4III D.3 
Fig. III D.l A low resolution microwave scan. 
A tracing of chart records at low resolution illustrates the n=0 
broadening due to the Stark effect. Possible peak shapes (dashed) 
suggest that the broadening of a given A/ peak "contaminates" 
-. 
mainly peaks of lower t'than it, lf ii 
0 
ii 
! 
-i~ 
.' I 
F .\ I 
* U!u
 q 
 r 
Fig. III D.l
 
E. Appendix 3. Attempt at focusing of JM = 0,0 state. 
Originally it was desired to focus the induced /t00> state in 
the preceding work. This peak was expected at a V4between those of 
the (1,0) and (2,0) peaks fusing a echanical velocity selector). 
However the attemp failed i.e., n. significant intensity of /woo> 
was detected. The difficulty is believed to be due to a magnification
 
S of the image which makes it diffuse and undetectable with a sall 
detector. 
Presented here are formulas for these magnification effects, 
These might be useful if the method were to be reinvestigated under 
better conditions, such as with a larger detector. The same methods 
were used as for the magnification calculation in section 11 B. 
Second order Stark effects are assumed so that the induced state 
Ill E.1).the field (see Fig. 
follows an exponential (EXF) path in 
The values -Vr and V pertain to the 1,0 and 0,0 trajectories 
respectively (although -Z,'could be for any state focusable by the
 
four-pole field, etc.). Magnifications for the present apparatus
 
are presented. Here it is assumed that the voltages (Vu) on the two 
four-pole field assemblies are _qual (then, V = 1.285 /,). A path 
. length of -107 cm is assumed with straight sections (ST) of ~20 cm. 
III E.3
 
III E.2 
Fig. III ?.I. .Trajectory types. 
The magnifications for particles in the (1,0) state (A, B, and C) 
and for particles starting as (1,0) particles and becoming (0,0) 
particles (D - G), can be calculated Ut= 
SINE 
t=O 
t= 0 SINENEX 
D It T 
D SINE EXP 
t=O U3 SINE 
FS NE ', XP 
I 
0E LFig. 
G SINE. ""ST 
2.1 tl 
t= 0 I[ t2 t 
Fig. III E.I 
Case) 
Table III E.I: MAGNIFICATION 
EQUATIONS 
Focusing Condition 
III E.4 
Case 
Table III E.l: (Continued) 
Magnification 
IIE 2.5 
(Present Aoparatus) 
b~ 
d 
a 2 l/ E 
t..2 ~tj) 
tan2x t --V t 
tanh 2n4 
-
(-
(t ~-t~-~- nrt 
b 
c 
e 
2_7 VI-
( 2- 7 
~zr1rrLTV 
-­ -7) 1 7 -t t 
NUJ 
t 
Ct/r77(-4J 
' 
_87-
-1.3 ____ 
10 
-16 
JH 
, 
tanffli (t VM3 t,) 
2n 
_ 
-Z Y (-2.-~ - -t;) -7r 7"77-z. 2fl7Vt-=-t 
-an4 2'/ j ( 
271 
C111 V 
-
)2 
-
(-t-t ,12t-7rzc. 
IV A.lI 
IV. TWO- AND TEN-POLE FOCUSING
 
A. Introduction
 
it is well kno. that the foLr-pole field, previously discussed, 
does not have the capability of tocts ng diatomics of positive Stark 
energy (negative f 2 (J,M)). The follosaag paper (section IV B) 
discusses fields whien can do so, although only weakly. IV  The
 
focusing geometry used -s shown in Fig. IX A-1. 
.dditional information conc.coing =hase fields is given in the 
appendices of section IV. 
BLANK PAGE 
LV A.1 	 This focusing work was begun by Dr. K. H. Kramer using a 
two- ol field. After cneioderable experimentation, it 
-c; e'arthat this type of field geometry was not 
err ely satisfactory. He then designed an improved field,
 
the ten-pole field. The writer made a number of calculations
 
concerning the field, came to the c6nclusion that it could 
indeed focus and separate states of positive Stark energy,
 
built it, erperimented with it for many geometries and condi­
tions, and showed that it functioned as designed.
 
lV
 
IV A.3 
IV A.2 
Fig. IV A. 1. Ten-pole field focusing geometry. 
A slit geometry for the decector and beam stop is necessary 

to detect the resolved (0.0) and (1,I), states of CsF with the 

ten-pole field. 
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IV B.1* 
C. Apandn I. Jocusing if Polar Diatomic Molacules with a 
IV C.l 
two-ptle field 
B. "Selection and Focusing of Polar '"ratomics in States of Positive 
Induced Electric Dipole omet -sing a Ten-Pole Field,' by 
T. G. Waech, K. H. Kramer, and R: B. Bernstein, J. Chem. Phys. 
, 3978 (1968). 
1. Electrostatics 
Consider an infinitely long, straight, infinitesimally thin fila­
ment with a certain charge per unit length. In such a ease, the 
Laplace equation, V V =, reduces to 
r. (IV C.) 
-d r" 
wnere V is the electrostatic potential due to the filament at a distance 
r from the filament. Tnen 
V = A In i + constant (IV C.2) 
(See journal article for this secton.) 
Now consider two parallel filaments (perpendicular to Fig. IV C.1) 
at the points .0 and QWih positive and negative charges respectively. 
Let the charges be equal in magnitude. Then 
2 
r 
VAIn r, -A lnr A I 2 (IV C.3) 
r2 
The equipotential curves are 
(X-2 Y . (IV C.4) 
,* Based mainly on work of K. H. Kramer and R. B. Bernstein; also 
H. Friedmann, Z. Phys. 61, 74 (1961).
 
1V C.2 
Fig. IV C. 1. Tio-pole field diagram. 
Possible rvo-pole field rods (and equipotential lines) are given 
by t~hesolid or dashed circles whose construction is illustrated. 
N-." 
lV C.3 
// I 
- 'I 
01 ' 
I->_4>\ 
0 
I 
I 
I 
/ 
-
I 
/// 
/ 
IV C.5IV C.4 
- 'S)X2Y'= ( .- ,- cAv(c5 V 	 (IVC.11) 
Here 	-V is the potential on the pole on the right side of Fig. IV C.I.
Note 	that the equipotentrals are circles. 0 
If one substitutes cy-lindrical bats or poles coinciding with two 
A - _. _-V. 77 (IV C.12)of the equipotencial surfaces of equal radius for the filaments and 
lets the poles have the corresponding voltages (±V) the field outside ­
the poles is unchanged. This is because the boundary conditions are We will now derive expressions useful for the discussion on 
equivalent. focusing. 
We will new find the constant A. Let R = radius of the poles, 
m' = m corresponding to the surface of one of the poles. 
I V C.1 Let Th Y (IV C.13) 
0.6) 	 V A- 2 _ (IV 0.14)R = 2(IV 
d _,u__ 	 The components of the electric field E) are d = cv+vv(IV C.7) 
IV -J ?- A& I . 15)9% ,Rg e 
d2 	 R2 a2da R 2 + 	 .0=(
 
2 2 2 3 
Ey 2y .. . - - s" -(IV 0T=, 
2 2 3 2 	 Y(2ad - 4ad ) + (2adR - 2adR) + 2a + 2aR 
2 	 2 2 Y I .7 
2 2 (d + a) (a 2 + d + R + 2ad - 2dR - 2aR) (IV C.9) 
-x &. (IV c.18) 
-
___ = [_ _ _ (IV c.10) 
S+N obeo w (s he/ (IV 0.19) 
IV 0.1 Not to be confused with the ease m. 
IV 0.6 
2. Focusing IV C.7 
We wish to find the path of a polar diatomic molecule in a two­
pole field. Using the methods of section II, 
the force (F) is 
For small and 
O(d 
(m and y small compared to a) 
2 
'I. 
(IV C.22) 
For small and y 
z 
where a is the mass of the particle. 
compared to 
y " _''";" 
E. 
E 
= .iJ(IV 
and E 2E 
c.30) 
are given in 
(Iv 0.30) 
where higher order terms have been neglected. 
F-"- i"- -­h 
-P/ 
1 
(IV 0.24) 
E 
E 
a 
2-5- - -fA 
E- y 
V, 
(IV 0.31) 
(i 
(VC.2 
For 
9g 
small 
r 
and 
V 
, (IVC24) and aVC25)-
g7 
reduce to 
j 
(IV 
I 
0.25) 
C2, 
Contour naps showing level curves of the bracketed parts of Eqs. 
(IV 0.24) and (IV C.25),which are assumed to be of value one in 
Eqs. (IV C.31) and (IV 0.32), are shown in Figs. IV 0.2 and IV C.3 
respectively. 
One can solve Eqs. (IV C.29) and (IV 0.30) using (IV 0.31)and 
"IvC.32: 
Case i2(J,) <0 (e.g. states (0,0), (1,1), (2,2), . .. 
X (.,IVli,r-'t+ "" (iv .. 2) 
where higher order terms have bee. neglected. 
IV C.
 
Fx 
Fig. IV C.2. Level curves of (two-pole field).kjj~ topoefil) 
The figure shows that for negative kJM the force is near 
har=on c only near the origin. 
IV C.8 
00 
o050 
ci:9I3 
1' 
1 t ; 
It . . d 
C5 
IV C.10 
F 
Fig. IV C.3. Level curves of - (two-pole field).
-kJMal 
For a harmonic force this quantity would be independent of 
and 
00 
CONTOUR MAP OF 
TWO-POLE FIFLD 
-Fy 
I 71.( 06;[ OE 
0 Ci 
Fig. IV C.3 
1.0 
IV C.12
 
y = ZY.CotzffIt Ad__&7-- T t (IV C. 34) 
where so, y, x, y are the conditions when a particle enters the 
field at t = 0.
 
-Zi-/ZctJ (IVC.35) 
The solurions are exponential n tne c direction, but periodic in the
 
y direction. if the dezeczr and oveen have large x dimensions as
 
compared Cc thei-. Y dimensions (Yo 0,, it should be possible to
 
focus states i egaive f2(1,1) (see Fig. IV B.1).
 
x Te BLANK PAGE 
- Xo cos &-'Pttv 5oA...l7P1/t (IV C.36) 
Y= Y. co",. T~"VV 2x (TV ' 3Z) 
In case 2 the oven and detector should have large dixrensions. 
Note that -V corresponding to the frequency of oscillat -or of 
. the molecule along one axis is 
V 
- .L (IV C 38) 
IV C.13 IV D.I 
for focusin, .,era V 
Using (IV C.35) 
anf L are the same as defined in section Il. 
t-' t.j.4 _ (IV C.39) 
D. Appendix 2. Ten-pole field focusing--electrostatics ad force laws. 
Let a potential be written in the form of a power series in two 
dimensions including up to fifth order terms only. 
V-- +., c-#. 3, (rh.40 -ql t, 
For focusing, F3t g-_ 
(IV D. 1) 
wn re '-Z Y are reduced coordinates, and a is a constant 
Wnita aertv, . s the physical size of the field. Some terms must be 
zero if We nmpose the symmetry of the two-pole field. 
IV L.Z 
i'0 
--------------­,-ntd f-- (IV .4C) 
V 
0 
Vne 'W t t t~e equation 
A. = r79 f (S 52J1')1-
w h ere 
aca Table II C.i, or 
v( 
v( 
v 
j,=0,,.a a2 a5 
•, ) = V(' ,-?j );A. a4 
-'9 = - ) ; a 
a 
9 
a7 
=a 0 
14 20 
= atl = a13 = a16 
aJ10)aF1 2 0 
=a1 
8 
= 0 
(IVD .2 ) 
erThen 
'i a-P, d, and L in 
i (tT cm. V 4 (IVD3 
.QLe moent (debycs) 
.!-r. Cular eight 
1 . n' 'en t of inertia (.mu R2 ) 
Note that nd f2 fJ,.Y1)depend~ catpectively upon 
apperos, sole'.ule, and cotatiorlai state, 
E 
'7-(IV 
3 
-
D.4.) 
/# 
I 
IV D.3 
(IV D.8) are substituted into
 
or less in and)t are
 
If Eqs. (IV D.4a), (IV 0.5a), and 

Eq. (II A.3), and only terms of third order 

one finds

axincluded, 

. 2 a.,a 
ax 20 
-- ~ . Ct 
9 D.10) (IV 
~""c &T . o )C ,5 ------x I Zj0 jFC 
_C(-
field, 3ne of Maxwell's equationsIn -- e absenoe z a changing magretic 
To get rid of the main g term in the force equation and vice versa, 
P_ (ern EE z g's = 0) , hich is alreaay satisfied. In a 
oneesyle 
.n may let
 
aa
 
reg.r3 of zero charge density and constant dielectric constant, 

6

of ,anell's equatior is V B = 0 orancner (IV D.11)10 3 ­
a1 (IV M).6 
a1 (IV .12)
aI 

Then 

1 61 
15.1) 
aI7 
(IV D.8) for small 2 anda19 5a 15 
Using (IV D.8), (IV D.1i), and (IV D.3a), one finds 
IV D.4 Note that (IV Dl;b)and 
Qn 
falD.15Ydescribe a capacitor fo. = 0. 
IV D.5 
V L - g[r3 mc- r K3'' 
a 
(IVlt.3b) 
where a, C V. where V. is the potential an the poles of the 
field IV D I 
Using Eq. (IV D.3) one can find the exact force law in the field. 
2 
= At 
where m = 
. 
-- -" -, 
particle mass. 
. -A 
(IV D.Sb) 
(IV D.16) 
(IV D.4b)(ID.7 
(iv D.l7) 
from (I1 A.3). If we let 
from which we may find E: 
CiC(it D. 18) 
9"13 9 then 
7~ 
+ q (IVD.15) 
IV D.1 It is convenient if a I V , but not necessary. If instead 
one let a = kV , this woud correspond to displacing the field 
poles out from ?he center and changing their shape. Except
for particles which may strike the poles, the trajectories 
and E are the same for a given a( 
-g(IV 
-y<s- r 3 a 
.2) 
-. 
IV D.7IV D. 6 
The brackered par.s of Eqs. (IV D.19) and (IV D.20) are shown in Fig. IV D.1 level curves of (or k ax for c 41/3. 
i .- IV D. i and LV D. 2. Note on comparison with Fig. IV C.2 that the ten-pole field curves 
,Note chat snce F' , each of the two equations above goes indicate a more nearly harmonic force in x-direction over a wide range 
into the otbcr . 6 -aZ - . of and 
This suggests that one can buil- L, different fields with identical 
io.,sLn prop. Lies by rotating one field on its axis with respect to 
C-, oLne- b,. and changing the sign of C (see Fig. IV D.3 
an i.g. L D 4). 
Just as for Lhe c. --.e t'o f-rst order 
S (IV D.21) 
1 3" (IVD.22) 
Fc p0S2 i-zc e, f,(J,t) e 0) 
P1. '1. A--.. (IV L.23) 
Fot focusing, = -_V (IV 'D.26)n-.( 
S/
 
IV D.9 
Fig. IV D.2. Level curves of ikxor for W- = + 
The force in the y (or ) direction is nearly harmonic for 
not too large. Compare with Fig. IV C.3. 
I.-c 
0 CONTOUR MAP 
OF 
+kJ~M O 
'70.5 a 
75-POLE FIELD 
- t'j, 
'[I 
.. i. 
Fig. IV DA 
1.0 
* 
1.0 Iwith 
CONTOUR M4!!P OF 
0.3 
0.4 
0.5 
__­
- TEN-POLE
~FIELD 
a=+1/5 
IV D. 11 
Fig. IV D.3 Ten-pole equipotential lines ( = + 1/3). 
The numbers next to each curve indicate - where V is the 
a'I 
potential (in the experiment a, = Vo). A V = 0 line is shown near 
') = 1. This suggests that one night replace this ten-pole field 
a two-pole field and two grounded planes. 
0.6 
0,1 
..... 
__o....I--
Fig. IV D.2 
A 
IV D.12 
IV D. 13) 
Fig. IV D.4. Ten-pole equipotential lines for = -1/3. 
Fig. IVDiCf. 
COKE, 
I F t•U'±,, 
SI 15 //t 
0 ID 
Fig. iv D,3 
IV D.14 
4I 1 .15 
r-' 
/ 
6- / 
Then, fr tecn-pole field (with a- . 
(IV D.27) 
for focusing of a given state where the voltage on any field electrode 
is + V. 
S 
Fig {V . 
,7, 
7 
Ii 
7 
0 /1 i; 
1k Fig. IVAD.4 
IV E. I 
E. Appendix 3. Second approximation in ten-pole field focusing.
 
1. Trajectories coordinate for f2 (JM)< 0)
 
If one neglects terms above third order in and the
 
equations of motion for a heteronjclear diatomic molecule (1state)
 
in a ten-pole field are (see Eqs. -IV D.19) and (IV D.20))
 
rjf =-k~i:? i-u s ) (IVE.2) B LA N K PA G Ewhere o. depends only on the shape of the fields and K depends on 

the apparatus, the molecule, and the quantum state (JM).
 
Two important facts should be noted from these equations: I .1
 
a) The . and motions are independent of each other in this
 
approximation.
 
b) Trajectories with turning points in either coordinate (e.g.,
 
d41= 0 at a turning point for are symmetric in that coordinate
 
about the turning points. To see this, note that there is no force

.along
the z axis of the field. Then v is independent of t and of 4.
 
Z - (IV E.3) 
IV E.iThe correa onding equations for the two-pole field are:
 
g I, g.-.3'1 
IV E.3IV E.2 
where
 
= ~~~(IVE. 4) S )(T E. 
t ling poInt 't u ng one exists). Note that the 
 dL= z- _ (IV E.9)
 
last
aq ,t5 t-hesaea- fr differencaI changes in the + z or­dlrecrons as arc the :ondzrions at z 
Let D'2 
- (IV E.lO
 
Let D'
 
v~~~~~I E.5)l .5 , " 
"2' E.11)f
( )(IV 

fherefore the trajector-es in thes+ z ano z directionrs are ident,.- Thnt f t 
IV E 2 eEq. i
cii e. , Symmetrec nd about ( ' f.1i) may be recognized as an elliptic integral. It may 
Fro chts point n In this section, the main Concern wxll be the be put into a standard form by substitutions so tables may be used.
 
,.equa'on CE-sion for positive K and e and 4 2 
< Fro. 

1 O m -P V E. Pi on - fi ds r mP z4 tT ­h-
z 
2
 
+ j, (IV E.12) 
"7o en2 hh 2~~Theng + (IVI E.13). 3 
-itt- 02oc4j"IS] *'4~ (IV E.7) 
_(I1.) 
g2h2 = I (IV E.14) 
IV E.2 It is not oecesFacyrh=o ( ) since the
 
g and motions are
 Independent.
 
IA 
IV E.5 
IV E.4 
(IV E.25iLet T s n 1 2= 

g --- (IV E.15) 
b 'A t 
g2-r(IV- -- E.16) 
,)
The last equation must also hold for replaced by g.k) 
/g & kf(~ A J (IVE.26)P)(I E~-)t2~~~~ ~~~v.m7/Z 
g = where F elliptic ititegral of first kind.V 1 
Lth I(IV 5.19) r F C t - a )(IV E.27) 
dT = (IV E.20) It is known tnat F(k,ma) = 2aki(A) (IV E.28)hd1 
= integer or half integer so that if one integrates over A in
where m 

(IV E.21) (it E.26), one finds = where I E.29)Let g k 61 
period of motion since T, (and therefore ) goes through a maximum and 
k=/ - / 1_ d' E.22) - creto }j orthtie .Since I I at its maximum,k =-~-y,- ec,'(IV o thocomes22) over t 
Itm/. A .7g V,, e E.30)Substituting (IV E.19) and (IV E,21) in (IV 5.12), one finds 

One can also derive tis result by noting that 11= atl7 =-mx(IV E.23) 

in (IV E.10).
"-9~ i~)1-r-) 

This discussion after this point will be confined to the special
Using (IV E.20) and (IV E.23) in (IV 5.11): 
case for which = O(..e., infinitesimal slit width). 
-

t % %-f (IV E.24) Da D(4 0) = -

VO - A'7' ) 
The distance the particle travels before returning to = 0 
IV E.6 
is .VE3The diThen IV E.4IhE 
IV E.7 
A V- = zVf (IV E.31) deieXit-ji~ (IV E.89) 
where v is the velocity in the z direction. 
According to (IV .l),the trajectories should be sinusoidal for 
low aC.or negligible _W 2 -As >C- 0 (with K constant),Ow e can see from (IV E.22) that k- 0 and from (IV E.17) that 
(V EUsing 
Then, using (IV E.30) and (IV E.38) 
-rYZ ~-:-I 
(TV E.17)" 2/ 1S-/(.*) 
(IV E.4q) 
(IV B.41) 
From (IV E.0 me. = (I .3 Nlote cathat k k~o Dl= CAEm"fc I E 22),g2) TeThen 
FromIV E.3 (Iv E.26)- / / (IV E.34) 
(IV E.35) Phich is an important result- if Z then k 
1(see (IV E.22)); 
(IVE.43) 
From (IV E.34): -7-
_____(IV 
(I E.7 
E.37) 
and 
c.-0. 
The solutions are plotted ir7is. V E . 
(IV E.44) 
IV H.3 Note that (IV E.32) and (IV E.33) correspond (as they mus=t), 
for suitable redefinition of K and a, to the first order solu­
tion to the two-pole field. 
IV E.4 This result also follows from (IV E.30) since r< A -)= 
Fig. IV E.1. A -I versus 
The graph is correct for the second approxrnation for 
trajectories if k positive,, X positive, 0=0O or 
if k3,M negative, 0?, negative, 0 = . 
IV E.8 
71 
for -. 
1. 
iii&.:ii 
- -7__,____W__________ 
_7-I : 
--­" # 
*I I .-! ! 
IV E.99 
-.. ". .; 
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'"*'i{'" 
'-4. 
- -, ,
~ 
Iixn-' -
t:-_ 
: ,.::'.! 
, 
.4 i 
1 
. * 
~ ;...lJ,.i,.Ht~'~trh 
'_ii 
*2 * 
.. 
, 
" 
, 
-I' 
II I:i-I M ,t" - L. : 
Via---CD 
Fig. IV E.L 
Solutions for a D > 1 are not given here. 
IV E.10 
trajectories are for oe state and velocity. 
IV E.1I 
In addition, Fig. IV E.2 
Note that for Notethatfor= 
(IV E.45) shows 
trajectories for both first and second order approximations. 
3. Trajectories ( g coordinate for f2 (J,M) > 0) 
From (IV )(IV 
/ D = (ivE.46) 
E.47) 
TheC solution for negative K is very similar to that for 
with positive K. Note that Eq. (IV E.2) - (IV E.I) if one makes 
the following substitutions. 
o ---- -6 
or (IVE.48)Ni9- ' 
Compare this result with (IV E.1). 
taken from (IV S. 46) -
The corresponding 
K = 
-; can be 
49) K( -- - (-) (i.e., K is now negative) 
above Which particles are accelerated away from the = 0 plane. 
- K (a positive value) (IV E.50) 
A sketch of the trajectories for the second approximation may 

help in understanding some of preceding.
 
E.51)

_P 597', . IV(IV 
-K 
Equations (IV E.3) to (IV E.14) hold with these substitutions. 
g and h
 
g real. The new equivalent to Eq. (IV E.15)will-be redefined to keep 
_f. (IV E.52 
___-
a. 
I
 
IV E.13 
IV E°12 
Fig. IV E.2 Ten-pole field trajectories. 
A sine uave and a second order trajectory are ahown for the 
sam o (with D = 0.1875, .4 = ). If K (or VO) is raised 
(D = 0.154), the trajectory shows focusing for a smaller or . 0 
Note that t is proportional to z here. 
Mz
 
--
t 
00 
CID Cdd 0 0' _ 
S 
0 
IV E.14 IV E.15 
hp (IVE.62)? -e­
-=(IVXL E.54) 
?"- "(Iv 
Substitute Eq. (IVE.55) in (IV E.53). 
(IVLet 
2.55) 
(IV .55)(IV 
Substitute (IVE.63) and (IVE.64) in (IVE.52). 
(IVE.64) 
E.65) 
Similarly 
The integral equivalent to (IV 2.27) is 
( E.6.8 
O 
?- -- - -(IV E.59)7/P 
+(+")t -zc/v/~' (IVE.60) 
Eqs. (IVE.53) and (IV 2.54) are satisfied if we use only the plus signs 
or only the minus signs in (IV E.58) and (IV E.60). The plus signs will 
be used so S and h are real. 
Let con 
-) 
= 
-c 
VOk6j 
/ 
c 7t) 
c' 
7-
-~ 
(IVE.67) 
(IV2.68) 
E.61) 
-(IV (IV E.69), 
IV E. 17 
IV E.I1i 
Using Eq. (IV E.28), one finds 
Thea (IV E.67) becomes 
#( A_ -i , 
Since T = 1 at the maximumF for each trajectory, 
/+ c 4C -7-7-: C- - L = _ _(IE.74 
=c2W TI C_______(-.j_
_--_._____ _ .€ C - .t- v V-K Flt4; (IV E.75) 
,/- h-_, c' , ( For 0 ihi K kept constant, or for negligible -_-copared 
to 1, one finds chat k--0 (IV E.76) 
-- ) (rn ,' from Eq. (IV E.69). Then from Eq. (IV E.71), for = 0, 
U ~. (IV E.77) 
Using (IV E.62), (IV E.63), and the last part of (IV E.51), one finds
 
since .'(0(IV 1. 78) 
Pc,# E )  (IV H.79) 
E.80)
"-KT P/')(IV 
t -.2 
Using Eq. (IV E.39), (IV E.75), and the equation 
2 4 V-7r---
one finds 
CA) 
_'7r V- 2D 
Since k isa function Only Of o40 (see (IV E.69)),for )7 
(IV E.82) 
(IV E.83) 
0, 
F. Appendix 4. Alternate gradient focusing using two two- (or ten-)pole 
fields. 
A rather general analysis of alternate gradient focusing of beam 
of polar molecules has been presented by Wharton et al The 
following treatment is confined to the consideration of one arrangement, 
which was thought worthy of experimental investigation. 
The configuration is shown in the sketch. Consider the result of 
S ,n? 
an experiment with a second two- (or ten-)pole field rotated 900 with 
respect to the first for a diatomic with negative f2(JM). To first 
order, from a to b: L - F.I) 
IV F.1 
~ ~ 
See reference IV B.9. 
of Charged Particles," 
Vol. 1, p. 368. 
(IVF.2) 
Also see A. Septier (Ed.), "Focusing 
(Academic Press, New York, 1967), 
lp 
From b to c: 
IV F.2 
(IV F.3) 
V 
IV F.3 
IV F.10 
(IV F.4) For the normal configuration (both fields "parallel" 
- 2- 7 (IV F.11) 
(IV.P.5) 
Set 
t 
Oat 
F.(I 
t 
tb 
t 
= 
then 
-tanh Lr-.(t) (IV F.6) 
%- V 
0 alt. 
3/2 V 
o normal (IV F.12) 
Note that this condition for focusing holds independent of 
If one knew t b and t., one could find f K (and thereby the 
necessary voltage V). Assume t. = - to and tanh i-v l since 
h ctIJ1 cz Y37 - t )= 
tebetween 
>O 
S-
for sine wave 
Then tan 
focusing). 
tT 
7-
the ta -
rather than the 
-S 
fields and since 
(IV .7) 
2.2 
(IV F.8) 
( 
The slope of the trajectories at the detector is nearly zero. 
be focused in the same plane (see sketch). 
F.13) 
2(IV P.9) 
IV F.4 
 :IV F.5 
atotb:
 
= (IV F.14) This would indicate that one might dxcraminate against positive 
f2 ( 3M ) states by allowing only trajectories of low slope to hit 
)the detector (see sketch). 
bto C: btoc: ~(IV F.16) . I. -
,t.-, - (IVA F.17) 
The above analysis led to the decision that it was worthwhile to
 
attempt alternate gradient focusing of the negative ff2 vI,X> states 
with ten-pole fields. The experiments indicated that he percent 
focused (i.e. focusing yield) was only about as much Ps usuallyi~iA.A. 1 / ( t-_ ( P.18)found, (ca 0.1%) in the normal ten-pole focusing; moreover, it was 
not possible to obtain as good a resolution. The problem may have
 
So cbeen
Sec 5 = o at c = tc that of a magnification of the image at cl-.deteror, as 
discussed in section III E. However the results were inconclusive 
as insufficient effort was spent in testing the method with the 
tan V -(t-tb) = -tanh '-t (IV F.19)b 
 ten-pole fields.
 
If tb 2.3 t.
 
tan Y _ = -tanh p c'g.. as before, (IV F.20)
 
so that one epects V = V (IV F.21) 
2alt:0 normal 
Note that 
 s cash JCt b C05 
- inh VK tb sinVTK tb

*4.~ ~st?~. b~24tLnj~ I.2
 
V-. 1 -37 
IV G.1 
G. Appendix 5. Description of computer program for intensity distri­
bution.
 
A computer program (in Fortran IV) has been written to simulate
 
the trajectories of particles in a two- or ten-pole field. A sample is
 
given here for focusing particles of negative f 2 (JM). The inte­
gration of the differential equations is carried out using the trapezoidal
 
~rule . The program 'Enliowd' part izas tiic& is ~ - m ~i 
and velocity, each with an itnciz: V . Ihis j- re~eared with V0 0
 
changed until the particle szr as the "detector" (.z- or yz - plane
 
close to the detector. A final trajectory tar each of tha given
 
initial conditions rejects particles which hit :e caes stop, a field
 
rod, etc.
 
A weighting factor is used to calculate the contribution of each 
 BLANK PAGE 
particle to the intensity. This is because for given initial conditions,
 
the particle will hit the detector for a range of V0 , n Vo
0
 
AL (IVG.1) 
.here 0 ad are the values for a traje~:c.y wh~ch leads
 
to the detector. For such a trajectory and a circular cylindrical
 
(wire) detector, .4 L = IV G.2)
 
where q -s the wire radius aaa is the angle oetween the
 
trajecsory and the Z axis at the detector (see sketch on the following
 
page).
 
.1 .•
 
IV G.3 
IV G.2 
The value of V0 (or of AV serves as a weighting factor. 
Finally the relative intensity within given ranges of en V (ZM > 
is tabulated. 
By trial and error, initial .iovinationsof valies of the 
starting parameters (e.g., the range of for given -
over 	which particles might strike the detec.or) were chosen.
 
The sample program follows. 2es;.lt- are shown in Fig. IV G.1.
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IV G.1O 
Fig. VI G.1. The expected intensity distribution versus V foro 
ten-pole focused peaks. 
To the first approximation the peaks should appear at / 
The "noise" is due to the poor statistics associated with the relatively 
few trajectories. 
I. 
CALCULATED INTENSITY 
vs. VOLTAGE 
IN TEN-POLE FIELD 
I 
'l 
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0 0.5 \1 /1.0 
wi2 w IV,) 1.5 
Fi.-G.1 o 
IV M.2 
IV H.1 
H. Appendix 6. Other possible applications of two- or ten-pole fields 
The preceding sections demonstrate focusing of particles with 
second order Stark effects with the two- and ten-pole fields. However, 
it has not been mentioned that they should also focus particles with a 
first order otark effect (such as symmetric top molecules). In such a 
cp. rmEqs. (VC.2) 
and (IV C.21) (or using (IV D.15) for the ten-pole field) one can see 
that, to first order, such particles should be focused in the same manner 
. 
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as linear molecules. 
This also suggests that one might similarly focus linear molecules 
using a section of the A ff curve (say for 3, = 0,0, from Y = 3 to 
where ff C CI + C2E and W-WoC CIE + C2E where C I and 12a2e constants. 
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o 
m o 
3 0 
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m 
Fields with potentials similar to, but not the same as that of u uo > % - 0u 
Eq. IV D.Jb might be designed to give good focusing for the experiments 
Table IV H.1 gives a comparison of electrostatic focusing techniques 
for polar molecules.. 
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V A.1 
APPARATUS
V. 

A. 	 General 
The molecular beam apparatus (see Figs. V A.! - V A.4) is
 
designed to be used mainly for eyperit-nts involving rotational state
 
selection and focusing of beams of pola: mole=les. The long length 
of the vacuum envelope makes it apptopriate for such experiments.
 
* 	 uch of the design is due to Dr. K. H. rrcr, wno was a post doctoral 
research associate in the group-
A second oven ("B oven") mount is located such that a secondary
 
beam of short path length can cross the fccued beam at the center of
 
a rotating goniumeter. The detector assembly, notnted on the gonionetor,
 
can rotate a lmited amount (a total of sixty degrees) around the
 
scattering center.
 
An important feature of the apparatus is a sliding vacuum seal 
 B L A N K PAG E
 
between the oven and stainless steel chanbers. This is controlled
 
by a screwdriver inserted through a "quick-coupling V A.2 The
 
vacuum seal, in conjunction with a gate valve (below fi in Fig. V A.2),
 
allows one to open (or to pump on) the oven chamber wl:o.,t disturbing
 
the vacuum inside the rest of the vacuum envelope.
 
l The pumping systen (and traps) is sufficiert tz lower the pressure to
 
-7

Less 	than I x 10 tort provided the chamber is clean anc in good condition. 
* 	 Parts of this section are comon to the theses of R. J. Beuhler, Jr.
 
and this writer.
 
V A.l The stainless steel vacuum envelope was a gift of General Dynamics
 
(Convair-Astronautics Division), San Diego, Calif. to the research
 
group. It has been acknowledged in ref. V B.3.
 
V A.2 This quick coupling is not shown In Fig. V A.2. but it is
 
opposite the quick-coupling at (c).
 
V A.2 
Fig. V A.d Photograph (overall view) of the molecular bean apparatus. 
The vacuum chamber consists of two stainless steel cylinders
 
and a brass oven chamber (on the right). The 
detector assembly is at the top !ift (see Figs. V C.3C and V C.4C) 
with the 8- oven flange and the pnv" contiol panel (see Fig. V A.4, 
below. Two liquid nitrogen craps ("hat-shaped") fit on top of the 
. center section (see Fig. V A.5B). A liquid nitrogen reservoir leads 
to the oven trap (see Fig. V A.SA) ar- another to a trap surrounding 
the detector wire and ion optic, iSg.V C.3A). One of two liquid 
nitrogen cooled baffles and an oil diffusion pump are visible below. 
The larger steel cylinder may be heated electrically to 650 C 
(to help in degassing it), by heating wires beneath n asbestos layer 
Soe of the extraneous background apparatus is not directly used 
in the experiments. 
( " thick wall) 
Further details are given in Pig. V k.2.
 
V A.3 
-
-
Aft. 
V A.3 V A.4 
Fig. V A.2 Diagram of vacuum envelope.
 
Port sizes (1.D.) and flange diameters in inches are shown.
 
a. 	A-oven, electrical feedthroughs, and water cooling attached
 
to flange.
 
b. 	Three screws on flange to adjust oven position. 
S/2" quick coupling for ion gauge tube. 
d. 	 Belwchtber., 
d. 	Belo. charter. 2 3/8" l.D. pipe to 33/4 flange. ate 
valve (Consolidated Vacuum Corp. (CVC) type VCS-21) and 
CVC oil diffusion pump (PC-115) attached. 
.. 	 "Quick-cropling" for liquid nitrogen trap. 
f. Electrical feedthroughs.
 
' g. Liquid nitrogen traps (top).
 
h. 	 Window or waveguide feedthrough. 
i. 	 Ion gauge. 
J. 	 Cryo-baffie; National Research Corp. (MIC) model 0315-1-006. 
Six inch CVC oil diffusion pumps (PMC 1440) attached. 
k. 	 Goniometer (top) with detector assembly (detector filaments, 
ion optics, mass filter, and electron multiplier). Liquid 
nitrogen trap ground detector filaments.
 
1. 	 B-oven. 
a. 	Window attached. 
n. 	 lon optics and detector wire electrical feedthrogha. Also 
two ont inch quick coupling. for B-oven liquid nitrogen 
trap.
 
o. 	Flange my be replaced with one with a 7/16" center hole 
to give a separate detector chamber. 
V. A.6 
V k.50 
p. 
q. 
Be"S Stop Attached. & bellowm 
the besstop position. 
Your high voltage feedthrxghs 
and screws are ad to 
for focusing fields. 
, T 
O 
-dj.tL 
C> 
0.? -
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"A.I.. 9 
4Lr 
---­
--- - -
0 
>i, F C 
5a--
01 
zN 
V A.7. 
Fig. V A.3 Apparatus viewa 
A. A second view of the apparatus (taken fra the other side). 
The water cooled oven chamber is seen (left). Attached to the three 
side flanges are (from left to right) high voltage feedthroughs 
(shielded) the control rod for the movable beam stop, or "obstacle"
 
and detector system electrical feedthroughs. Quick couplings used
 
for the B-oven liquid nitrogen trap are also on the last flange. 
B. Two young (in 1965) graduate students; Robert J. Beubler, Jr. 
(left) and Theodore C. Waech, who sed the Apparatus after the initial 
work of Dr. K. H. Kramer, are shown with the partially dismatled 
apparatus and a chart full of noise. 
0e 
Ju 
V A.10 
V A.9 
Fig. V A.4 ThL vacuum pump control panel. -4 
It is designed to protect the vacua system fro overheating 
or oriifui ,, s .on pup oil. A diffusion pusp (DPI, DP2, or 
DP3) heater Ii-tt operated if the vacuum envelope pressure is 
above (eC~ , it neither rotary pump (RPI or Rfl) is on, or if 
no water is fio trhrough its cooling coils (see Fig. V A.1). 
~ 
-P V 
S,, 
S3 
S2 0141 toggle switches 
14S5 SP51 togglt. ... 
(for Ral tnd 
es .or DPI, 
RP2 respectively) 
DP2, and DP3) 
CR1, CR-2, CR3, t s 
Fl, I'F, F-, , uses (Ia, 15A, 20A, 20A, and 3.2A respectively) 
VS n'Irrcy YIIts-, vacuumi strch 
iSI, F 2 water flCI ,Lc. 
(F91 is McWonn& :rdel PSi; 
FS2 is Pens, 60n, Model 1000) 
C,~ 
s 
C 
o o I 
-
C) < ~ 
V A.11 V A.12 
Fig, V A.5 Liquid nitrogen traps, an oven, and a velocity selector disk- A B 
A%. fthotograph of oven chamber liquid nitrogen trap. The oven 
'*facos*' this trap (copper) which condenses out A-beam material which 
ettuses at largt angles with respect to the focusing field "is. 
Field chamber liquid nitr.-en trap (inverted). This trap 
(ari anotee -,iIal trap) fits on top of the vacuum envelope (see 
Fig. V A.!, top center), above the £ocu'ing fields. The copper attached 
piece do,wn may be used as a cold collinazor when inserted between two 
velocity leetor disks (see F, _ V 3.1). The fin design of the trap 
was h-,d on C,, -tncepts of Ref. V A.1. 
C. A morel oven. Various front pieces can be screwed on with 
say, a 1).007" c rcular hole, or, as shown here (left), with provision 
for a ' it. The oven body and the front piece can be heated with D 
cci r O.OIO' diameter tungsten wire. 
D. An alumirun velocity selector disk. It has sixty teeth and 
sixty !ots (see Fig. V I). 
Fig. V A.5 e 
V A. 1 C- Scoles, C. J. N. Van den Meijdenberg, J. V. Bredevout, and 
.J. Beenaker, Ptysits 21, 233 (1965). 
V .I 
B. Velocity selector 
The velocity selector consists of disks on a rotor (see Figs. 
V A.5D and V B.1). The velocity of particles transmitted through 
"open channels" of the selector is proportional to the rate of
 
V 
xotationV 3. of the disk assembly by a motor B.2 When a mwellian 
beam is velocity selected at its most probable velocity, about 1/20th 
of the beas is transmitted. 
Using the notation of ref. V B.1 and Fig. V B.2 (not to be con­
fused with that of other sections of this thesis), the resolution and
 
peak transmitted velocity can be found. 
The nominal velocity may be correlated with ftH), the frequency 
of the oscillator which controls the mtor. For the given mtor, 
WBLANK PAGE 
j. Lo	 L--,n.= 
V B.1 	See H. 0. Hostettler and R. B. Bernstein, Rev. Sci. Instr. 31
 
872 (1 for deFails.
bg0), 
V B.2 	 garden S38M5 bearings are used for the wotor and Fafnir
 
MK20EXC2 CR bearings are used for the rotor.
 
V 3.2 V B.3 
The resolution may be calculated using values given in Fig. V 3.2. Fig. V 1.i The assembled velocity selector. 
6rc N iA, aM The velocity selector is positioned to be used with the (four-
O pole) focusing field assembly shown. Its motor is beneath the field 
I. L assembly. One tooth has bean rern;ved from each of five disks so that 
/ the selector can transmit a beam while not rotating. A hole is drilled 
S -­ opposite each broken tooth for better balancing. A bulb and photocell 
,Y 0. (ight) are used to "count" 
the teeth as the rotor rotates. 
I resolution a i A. 0.137 
Then the selector has a resolution (FWHM) of 13.7l 
- 1.157 
-0.884 
V B.4 
V B.5 
Fig. V B.2 Velocity selector geometry. 
rotor is shown with an expandedPart of the "unrolled 
" V B. 
vertical dimension. One open channel is shown. The fractions indicate 
the asount of a tooth or space b, low the horizontal line. 
Fig, V B.1 
I 
V B.7 
V B.6 Fig. V B.3 Velocity selector circuit. 
with this circuit the velocity selector could select beams with 
velocities from essentially zero to about 500 m/sec, depending 
upon 
o - the alignment of the rotor with respect to the motor, the 
bearing 
it grease (Apiezon H was used copiously), etc. The synchronous 
totimotor turns at half the audio generator frequency 
if it is "in sync." 
WW 
_1 IS 0~ 
-j ~1~1 
IL
 
V B.8 
'IELOC: Y ELSC TC: 
C!Rc:nT[ 
Scan 
AUu.Z NERATG?0 
RCA T~pe WA;-'4C 
I 
v C.1 
C. Detector system 
A detector system diagram is shown in Fig. V C.1. Lock-rn 
detection is utilized with a chopped AC beam although an electrometer 
be used for unchopped (DC) beams: Detection is by surface ionization, 
but again one has anotner option. A thorlated tungsLen ribbon may be 
used as an electron bombardment source to ionize the beam molecules. 
Figs. V C.2 - V 0.4 show parts of the detector system. 
S7ESE-O A ?FE 
EIZ-O tr8ss 
50 V,-.'ctts /ChcnnoI 
i 
LuI Lj 
ti 
-
I 
* I 
V/SLOG 1W 
SELECTOR :4.373R 
McLeoi Sntorquo Corp 
Type FFZGH4E 
Fig. V 3.3 
SYSTwfvcDETECTION 
V0.2 
Fig. V C.1 Detector system diagram.
 
The molecular beam is ionized on the surface of platinum - BENDIX M-50C_____________ __ 
tungsten ribbon (A)or a 0.010 diameter tungsten wire (B). The BENDIX M-03 >iULTIPLIER V1 
ions are guided into the mass filter by the ion optics (approximate -1200 
voltages as shown). The ions are omewhat "focused" by two eintel 	 / 
lenses (below and above mass filter). The ions are accelerated 	 II 
in 
_ _70 _into the electron multiplier, where ticy are "conveted" to electioas 
+ 	 crIand the current amplified. The multiplier signal goes to the cathode 

2 M .. 
follower (see Fiz. V 0.2), and then to a phase sensitive detector, 

H0p.DE(model RJB lock-in amplifier, Electronics, M|issiles and Communications, ,'- S.FOI 
' 	 I LOWER 
I OLLOV i 
Inc., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.). The reference signal for the lock-in, from 

a light chopped synchrononly with the molecular beam, comes from a
 
LOCK-IN
The rectified output signal from the
Photoeell (see Fig. V C.5A). 	 QUADRUPOLE ANIP'.. IER
 
loCk-in is displayed on a recorder (Leeds & Northrup Speedomax G,
 
M 
60,000 series) for easy viewing.
model -
AHR	 RECORDE R 
L-­
0 	 _10 
BEAM IN08 
.90 
Fig. V C.1
 
V C.5V C.4 
-CATHODE FOLLOWER Fig. V C.3 Detector assembly photographs. s

CIRCUIT A. Ion optics on end of mass filter. The ion optics of Fig. V C.1 
I2AT7 I I i-is more recent. 
SIGNAL -3 tO K :POU.;, B. Ion optics components. At zhr upper left a detrztor wire isSUPPLY
SIGNAL spot welded to crinkled nickle foil on a stainless steel holder.- A 
IN [.I Laword a dismantled holder is at the right. An ion ttc. plate is placed 
I - I , below these. 
The quadrupole mass-filter is 
at right. Its height can be adjusted by tha use of gears (left) on 
II the three shafts. The voltages on the electron mulcplier (in its 
I5fd C. Dismantled detector assenbly. 
SIGNALOUT elbow housing at the upper left) are controlled by a resistor network. 
(TO LOCK-IN) 
Fig. V C.2 Cathode follower circuit.
 
Half of a 12AT7 electron cube is used. See Fig. 14C.7 
V C.7 
V C.6 
CHOPPE MOTOR 
CIRCUIT 
)ESe POWER SUPPLY EICO Model 1020 at 20-Az'r 
+: P : onV. N o l . 
-
5K 
5 wt 
5SK 
AUOiC A ?L!3'Z? 
Heathkit Model A-98 
500Sn 
FLOATING -OUTPUJT 
CC 
~Part 
. Glo~e tadv !rias, Ine. 
no. 53AIT-2 
pis. V C.4 Chopper wator circuit. 
VC. 9
 
V C.8 
AFig. V C5 Detector system photographs. 
A. Chopper motor. The chopper motor is mounted an the stainless 
steel flange on which the oven chamber is attached. The V-shaped chopper 
blades chop the beam and, synchronously, the light frm a bulb shining 
on a photocell, at 2S He. The ampiied photocell au:t.pt serves as 
the reference signal. 
R. Detector assembly o goan' ete sca 2gs. V A.l wad V C.3). 
Tubes (minus reservoir) to right e xer fillies Jateccor liquxd 
nitrogen trap. 
C. Glass rac.. It is used for hnlJ.g g.ss t, a, Se in 
forming a bean or in activating or deactivating deLcto; iletmets. 
D. View of detector end of apparatus. The liqcud nitrogen trap 
surrounding the ion optics is clearly visible. A four-pole field 
assembly and microwave horn re in the background. Components such 
as the field assemblies and the velocity selector are attached to the 
angle steel as shown. See Fig. V D.AB. 
Fig. V C.5 
v C.11 
V 42.10 
Fig. V C.6 iUquid nitrogen trap surrounding detecto essenialy. 
The trap is shown below a plattenm-tungscen filaccAL holder 
(see Fig. V C.3). The two liquid nitrogen connections (one is ill.­
strated with a flexible copper tuc4flload to a reservoir (see Fig. V A.1). 
The beam enters through a rectangoir channel 0.200" de. The 
copper tube (right) is, in use, soldered to the tra:, 
! 
4 
Dk 
0 
II 
tI! 
fig. V C.7 DC Poe suplyt C.12IY 
This power supply gives 6.3V to beat the eleNI 
in the cathode follower, (see Fsg. V C.2). The 1.5 I' r VAC 
outputs can be used to run bulbs >tnwc ight is chpp... end goes to 
a photocell. Ttis is done to geL 1ok-ntrt, ..... signal, and 
also, by "counting" selector teeth, to dteterwv+ tfi ,iocity uf 
solecules transairted by the velocety tsItCV 
0 --
0 
C 
cg 
, 
sF 
-
>-
It., 
Q 
-IC'1P 
> 
myi to C 
toN 
eJN0 
0-
MA 
4

The tocusing f ele assemblies consist of 2t"1 
steel) rods caret ly Sfctci w4h sox resit to c ­
rods are in tnro cxv-wsid to a Sr -t Y e. Sc-m raT -" 
illustrated 1 7. V '.1. 
For the f...r--Ie f'ij , the rod rest 
circular rathev t[;sz,hcv tNoll ro&- - " 
R 
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Fig. V D.1 Focusng fields. 
. our-pole field assably. The brass top-shaped piece is oe 
of t- wed ta space the rods while they are being ceented in place, 
The piece t its left can be used in %ligning the field assably in 
the van revelope, but more oftea threads, weighted on their ends, 
were approptiazeiy nung on the rods to form "croashairs" on the center 
line ot U> ass.ely. 
r. b Lwo-oie field assembly. Note the ceriic rod used to 
nold the m-tal rode in place. The thumbscrew. are used to align the
 
field 
­
..c-On v:ew of the ten-pole field asseably (S =t- ). 
Sea ii'. !VD~.5 
1. 1 *2 ;-pvle field asseablies. The bras. pieces in the 
focedrouo are used to hold the steel rods until they are epoxied
 
in Place.
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Pis . V D.3 Seam stop and collimator. 
For ten-pole focusing, this beam stop and collimator was attached 
Fig. V v.2 tagb voltage switching circuit, to the velocity selector (a similar one is in fig. V 3.1). Reas 
Switches A, B, C, and D are normally Open vacum switches (Jennings material condensed on the collimator 
and formed a shadow of the field 
RSC 40523 31001). Switches A and C or switches B and C ean be made to rods. 
close together, but only two can be closed at nc time, 
I
 
V E. 
E. 	 Microwave system.
 
The microwava system changed throughout the work, but two systems
 
are shown in Figs. V E.1 and V E.2. Some photographs of the systems
 
appear in Fig. V E.3.
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Fig. V E.1 Microwave system A. 
This was used for Fig. III B.2 (in the paper included), in 
section III B. Certain of the equipment was borrowed from Prof. 
R. C. Woods. 
A. Heathkit (ModelAG 
­ 10) sine-square generator at 25 He. 
b. To lock-in detector (for beam) reference. 
c. Hewlett-Packard 8690h sweep oscillator. 
I d. Hewlett-Packard 8694A plug in (8-12.4 Gil). 
e. Hewlett-Packard 175A oscilloscope. 
E. Hewlett-Packard X281B adapter (coax to waveguide). 
-
N.icrolab -X157A ferrite isolator. 
h. gewlett-Packard X752C multihole directional coupler. 
i. Microlab XI55A variable attenuators (0-20db). 
j. Polarad B126293 adapter. F7­
k Andrew 51747-12.flexible waveguide. 
1. Andrew 550-5pressure window. 2"'j) 
a. Polarad CA-KS horn antenna. 
n.Microtech flexible waveguide. 
oMelett-Packard 5256A frequency converter. UC) 
./ 
p. Hewlett-Packard 5245L counter. 7­
.j 
i IV E.5 VEA4 
Fig. V E.2 Microwave system B. 
This microwave system was used in the earlier part of the work. 
It had disadvantages in that the power was inadequately stabilized in 
the range of interest; also it had somewhat too low power for the 
experiments and lacked an internal sweep necessitating manual MHz 
frequency scan. The parts are identified below. 
of 
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a. 
b. 
lleathkit model Ac-t0 sine-square wavs generator. 
One tube amplifier. This gives an output of 40 VDC for 
no input. A positive irput (above a certain minimum) 
results in an output voltage of zero. 
Co 
??___ 
I-
C. Folarad 1107 R microwave signal generator (3.8-8.2 GHz). 
d. Polarad 1509 frequency doubler (10.0-15.0 GHz). 
a! 
e. Hewlett-Packard M53ZA waveneter 
f. Polarad CA-K. microwave horns ii 
g. lewlett-Rackard M424A crystal detector. w I 2 
h. H lett-Packard 17SA oscilloscope. 
-
o iI. 
0 ' 
V 1.6 
Fin. V E.3 Microwave systs photographs. 
A. Microwave electronics for system B. The sine-square wave 
oscillator, the frequency doubler, and the microsave signal generator 
are shown.
 
3. avegpide comporents. The waveneter, flexible waveguide, 
and the microwave feed through flange are shown. 
C. Some microwave components. Prisert are the directional 
coupler, a microwave horn, an sdar for microwave flanges with 
different dimensions), and a crystal detector. 
D. The microwave - molecular beam crossing-zone. The microwave 
horn nd the beanstop ("obstacle") are in the center, between two
 
four-pole field assemblies. 
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VI A.1 
VI. RESONANCES IN H + H SCATTERING 
A. 	Introduction
 
The focusing methods in the preceding sections were developed
 
mainly as tools to produce state-selected molecular beams, useful for 
studying collisions between neutral atoms or other molecules. 
In the next section some calculations (already published) are
 
presented concerning collisions of atomic hydrogen, i.e., the elastic
 
scattering of H by H atoms. 
The results of proposed experiments 
of this type may be used to confirm knowledge of the ground state 
interaction potential between H atoms. Up to the present time, however, 
such atomic scattering experiments have been technically too difficult 
to carry out. 
However, the results of the next section have already found
 
application. Dr. G. Herzberg of the National Research Council of
 
A
Canada has used them to help fit new spectral7 " observations on H2'
 
R. E. Roberts, R. B. Bernstein and C. F. Curtiss used these results
 
as 
the starting point in calculations on termolecular rocombination
 
kinetics IA .2 for the reaction
 
H + H +M H2 + M (4 = He, Ar, or H2)
 
R. J. leRoy and R. B. Bernstein have discussed the inconsistencies
 
between the theoretical and experimentat ground state energies of 
H2.
 
VIA.I Private communication. 
VIA.2 R. E. Roberts, R. B. Bernstein and C. F. Curtiss, Chem. Phys. 
Lett. j, 0000 (1968). 
. ............. 

--- ..... -a r 
VI B.1
 
They considered the influence of the so-called adiabatic, relativistic
 
and non-adiabatic corrections to the clamped nuclei potential. 

VI A.2 

In
 
- 1
addition, they explained inconsistencies (of several cm ) between
 
V
the vibrational levels of R2 computed by several authors. I A.3 B. 	"Calculated Spectrum of Quasihound States for H. 8+) and 
Resonances in H + H Scattering," by T. G. Waec and R. B. 
Bernstein, J. Chem. Phys. 46 4905 (1967). 
(See journal article for this section.)
 
VX A.3 R. J. LeRoy and R. B. Bernstein, . Chem. Phs. 49 
0000 (1968).

This writer noticed the use of nuclear masses in the reduced 
mass of H2 by Wolniewicz (ref. VI B.4). LeRoy suggests that 
nuclear rather than atomic masses are more proper bound state 
calculations and that more reliable recent values of Planck-Is
 
constant and the Bohr radius are available and should be used
 
in such calculations. 
IV C.2VI C.1 
C. Computer program for potential fit 
A computer program was desired to find an analytital fit to the 
Kolos-Wolniewic. clamped nuclei potential for a large range of R. A 
series (Eq.. VI B.l) was found using the method of ForsytheV C.1 
I 
Although Forsythe suggested that the fitted variable -V be expanded 
as a sum of polynomials, here the polynomials were zsed to find the 
coefficients (a.) of a series in ( - ), with R in au, and also 
the coefficients (An) of a series in R Re (Ecu. VI B.2). 
-
. 
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Attempts were made at accurately fittng the ootential with a 
series in terms of more complicated variables, ' t 'hey were unsuccessful. 
The computer program (in Fortran IV language) folows. 
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